Application programs written for large-scale multicomputers with interconnection structures known to the programmer (e.g., hypercubes or meshes) use complex communication structures for connecting the applications' parallel tasks. Such structures implement a wide variety of functions, including the exchange of data or control information relevant to the task computations and/or the communications required for task synchronization, message forwarding/filtering under program control, and so on. Topology is a programming and operating system construct that allows programmers to describe and efficiently implement such functionality as distributed objects with well-defined operational interfaces. As with abstract data types, topologies may be reused by any application desiring their functionality.
Application programs written for large-scale multicomputers with interconnection structures known to the programmer (e.g., hypercubes or meshes) use complex communication structures for connecting the applications' parallel tasks. Such structures implement a wide variety of functions, including the exchange of data or control information relevant to the task computations and/or the communications required for task synchronization, message forwarding/filtering under program control, and so on. Topology is a programming and operating system construct that allows programmers to describe and efficiently implement such functionality as distributed objects with well-defined operational interfaces. As with abstract data types, topologies may be reused by any application desiring their functionality.
However, in contrast to other research in parallel or distributed object-based operating systems, internally, a topology may be an entirely distributed implementation of the object's functionality, consisting of a communication graph and type-specific computations, which are triggered by messages traversing the graph. Sample computations may perform additions or minimizations of the values traversing a topology, thereby computing a global sum or minimum. Similarly, computations may concatenate or filter messages in order to implement program monitoring, I/O, file storage, or virtual terminal services.
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To copy otherwise, or to republish, requires a fee and/or specific permission. -global data and operations significantly affect performance-application programs may spend significant amounts of time in nonlocal program portions [33, 641 ; more generally, in the absence of other serial phases of a parallel program, sequential implementations of global data and operations limit the parallel program's maximal possible speedup to l/u, where a is the fraction of the program's total execution time consumed by global data access or global operation execution (the parallel version of Amdahl's Law).
In the next section we describe the major methods of decomposition used in parallel programming. For each method, we identify some of the global data or operations that typically occur in the resulting parallel programs. We then use two common examples of global data to describe the notion of topology. In Section 3.2, the precise semantics of the topology construct are discussed, followed by descriptions of its implementation and performance. In Section 4.4, two representative parallel applications of substantial complexity are implemented with and without topologies, which results in substantive differences in their performance. Related research is reviewed in Section 5, followed by the conclusions and suggestions for future work.
DECOMPOSITION
METHODS: GLOBAL DATA AND OPERATIONS
Global Data and Operations in Applications
A review of the major methods used for parallel program development demonstrates the need for programming support for the implementation of global data or operations. Domain decomposition and global data. This is one of the most commonly used methods for programming structured multicomputers such as hypercubes. Domains are typically defined as data structures that model physical systems [25, 26, 34 , 501, such as a matrix representing a finite element mesh [7] , and are decomposed and mapped onto a parallel machine so that replicated code operates in parallel on different partitions of the structure [32, 331 (also termed SPMDsingle program, multiple data). The need for global data arises when a domain structure is not easily decomposed to match the underlying multicomputer. However, even when the application can be decomposed to match the target hardware perfectly, global data may exist as (1) data shared between processes iterating over adjoining partitions in PDE solution methods [33, 341; (2) aggregations of distributed local data and the subsequent broadcast of the aggregates, as in the computation of global objective functions [22, 58] and in the computation and broadcast of a global error norm from partial local norms when performing convergence testing in the solution part of FEM applications [7] ; (3) global minima or maxima in other compute-aggregate-broadcast algorithms [30] ; or (4) cumulative output from partial local outputs, such as alternate scanlines generated by replicated tasks and combined in a complete image in computer graphics applications [ 23, 511. Domain decomposition and global operations. Some domains are constructed during program execution, such as the search tree constructed during the execution of a parallel branch-and-bound algorithm [58] on a hypercube machine. This l K. S&wan and W. Bo dynamic tree must be mapped and remapped to the application's processes performing the search, thereby balancing workloads among processes [22, 451. Remapping involves the dynamic selection of a process able to off-load work by a process seeking additional load. This entails the sending of a request seeking work to loaded processes, which may accept or reject it based on local, applicationdependent information. Work may be migrated as data describing the work [58] or as a process able to perform it [76] . In either case, the selection and migration of work constitute examples of global operations, implemented as multiple distributed actions that cooperatively implement such worksharing. Additional global operations in parallel programs generated by domain decomposition concern synchronization between processes that are working independently on data of different "ages." Some parallel algorithms require strict lock-step synchronization of neighboring [3] or all [39, 401 nodes (i.e., all data must be of the same age), as with barrier synchronization [30, 71] . Parallel algorithms developed using relaxation techniques can tolerate the existence of distributed values of differing ages [33] , but still require occasional synchronization.
The distributed actions implementing global synchronization use state information about application processes depending on which synchronization is performed, and, for process control, they interact with the multiple node operating system kernels.
Divide and conquer and the task/queue model. The task/queue model [14] is a generalization of the notion of worksharing. Here, each process defines computational tasks dynamically, typically using divide and conquer techniques [33] , and offers them for execution to other processes by task insertion into single or multiple, global or regional [29] queues (this paradigm has also been called "generate and solve" [22, 301) . Sample tasks are subtrees of the search tree in branch and bound algorithms [45] , sublists of a list to be sorted [20] , "futures" in Butterfly Scheme, or "tasks" in the Butterfly's Uniform System [14] . Such global or regional queues constitute abstractions implementing global operations. Their implementations should be distributed (see Section 4.4.5 for a design of a distributed global pool). Dynamic task generation also occurs with the use of 'fork" and 'join' instructions in automatic methods for program parallelization, such as the DoLoop parallelization methods and constructs used by Kuck [30, 381 and at IBM [71] . Here, a single thread of execution spawns (forks) multiple threads, which may later synchronize (or join) at barriers embedded in the code. Spawned threads must be submitted for execution by entry in a global queue, which again (like barriers) constitutes an abstraction used for global operations.
Functional decomposition and pipelining.
Parallelism generated in this fashion does not pose new problems for the programming of multicomputers.
However, the inhomogeneous parallelism generated in this fashion leads to complications with the use of previous decomposition methods. Additional instances of global operations may arise, in the form of multiple, global task queues [29] and nonuniform communication structures may need to be used, such as multicasting instead of broadcasting [ 121. An interesting class of applications typically decomposed functionally are robot control programs [49, 56, 59] . Such applications may require that global deadlines be guaranteed during execution [46] . Global deadline scheduling can be implemented efficiently using distributed objects; which we may explore in future research. In addition, robot control programs may require communication constructs in addition to those provided by the node operating system [56, 591. Multiple phases. Most realistic, large parallel applications consist of multiple phases, each containing substantial parallelism. For example, the first phase of the FEM application constructed by our research group (see Sect. 4.4.1 and 12, 71) concerns the parallel generation of distributed data, and its second phase the solution of a system of equations based on that data. Global operations are required, due to the fact that the second phase cannot start before the first phase has completed. In other applications, global data may occur due to data redistribution between phases, which often constitutes a limiting factor in the performance of a parallel program [66] .
Global Data and Operations in Operating Systems
Many global computations in parallel applications on structured multicomputers implement functionalities typically provided by the operating systems of shared memory multiprocessors, such as I/O, exception handling, multicast communications, etc. [31, 411 . For example, the output of a multicomputer application may be performed by a distributed object that implements a spanning tree of processes, where each tree node explicitly collects its neighbors' outputs, possibly performing some post-processing, then forwards the resulting concatenated output data. Other communication structures may be designed to carry certain control messages, such as instructions to processes, to resume, or terminate execution.
In general, any large parallel program will exhibit many such distributed abstractions among its independently executable processes, where the importance of some of those abstractions is shown by their explicit support in multiprocessor operating systems. For example, an abstraction expressing the dependencies [31] between a program's multiple processes in the StarOS operating system for the Cm* multiprocessor allowed certain processes to terminate or to control others, as with parent and child processes in UNIXe. Similarly, a bailout abstraction allowed one process within a parallel application to handle the exceptional conditions of the application's remaining processes (i.e., to "bail out" other processes [31] ).
In contrast to the OS support for multiprocessors, described in the previous paragraph, the abstractions implementing OS functions in multicomputers must be programmable by applications programmers in order to attain suitable performance. For example, a specific parallel application may require partially ordered output data, which may not be provided by the standard output utility. Instead, the standard utility may be optimized to produce output at the fastest rate possible, using a distributed object with nodes that simply concatenate and forward the outputs from neighboring nodes within a spanning tree. Similarly, for specific applications, it may be desirable to associate some output postprocessing with the output abstraction's concatenation actions, such as filtering, correlation of output data, etc. For example, one implementation of a computer a UNIX is a trademark of AT&T Bell Laboratories. [57, 58] , and the implementation of process groups [ 10, 411 . Monitoring is of particular interest because the obvious approach of sending all monitored data collected at a certain node to a central monitor is infeasible [69] . Instead, monitoring is best performed by distributing both the collection and analysis functions associated with a particular monitoring query across the multicomputer [47, 481 . Thus, a distributed monitoring object consists of cooperating nodes that filter and partially analyze collected data and then forward the reduced amounts of data to other nodes, thereby reducing total communication as well as parallelizing the potentially time-consuming analysis actions. Similarly, the global operations desired for debugging a parallel program may be implemented using a distributed object with nodes that are able to affect their local application processes' execution states.
Higher level operating system facilities currently being developed for multicomputers also exhibit global data or operations. For example, the names of objects or procedures being invoked are global in RPC and in distributed object implementations [ 1, 5, 18, 651 . Similarly, tuple space is global in Linda [8] , which causes substantial overheads for Linda's hypercube implementation [66] .
TOPOLOGIES-OPERATING SYSTEM SUPPORT FOR DISTRIBUTED OBJECTS
Summarizing the discussion in the previous section, it is apparent that multicomputers will not become programmable until a wide variety of distributed objects implementing global data or operations can be represented conveniently and efficiently. This is the purpose of the topology construct, which -represents a distributed object as an arbitrary communication graph with nodes that jointly contain the object's distributed representation and also execute the object's operations; and -permits the association of such distributed, structured objects with the multiple processes of each application program.
Thus, a topology may be defined as an application-dependent computational communication graph. Topologies may be used by any application, including the operating system itself.
Two Simple Distributed Objects
Consider sample distributed objects implementing a broadcast facility and a global sum, respectively. On a hypercube, a global sum is efficiently computed with an inverse broadcast tree, since this minimizes the number of nonlocal communications required. The directed graphs of the broadcast and inverse broadcast trees for a 3D-hypercube are described in Figure 1 , where VO-V7 are vertices of topologies mapped to the processors of a 3D-hypercube. The numbers next to the vertices are the names of the processors to which vertices are mapped and on which the processes using the topologies reside (assuming a one-to-one mapping of processes to processors). The root vertex is located on processor 0. A broadcast spanning tree is used in several steps. The first step is the invocation of the tree's root node by the process attached to it. The second step is the receipt of a message by node 1 from node 0, resulting in both nodes containing the same information. Next, both node 0 and 1 send the information to their neighboring processors (nodes 2 and 3), and node 1 also shares the received information with its attached process (process 1). Repetition of these steps results in the tree structure of sending and receiving nodes and processes shown in Figure 1 . The processes in the figure are attached to the tree's nodes with dashed lines. The exact manner in which processes are attached to distributed objects like the broadcast tree is discussed in Section 3.4.
The construction of an inverse broadcast tree proceeds in a similar fashion. In that case, a tree node receives a partial sum from its attached process and from the tree node(s) below it. Regarding the mapping of nodes to processors, a hamming encoding is used to number all processors on a hypercube; thus, the mapping in Figure 1 results in the placement of all connected vertices onto neighboring processors.
Textually, the abstractions in Figure 1 Ml is map l(O:O),(l:1),(2:2),(3:3),(4:4),(5:5),(6:6),(7:7)~ Given the type definitions and the map Ml, both topologies' logical structure declarations (TopologyType) and map Ml are combined and result in a topology to which a map has been bound (an instance of a topology):
Broadcast Topology is BroadcastTreeType and Ml; InvBroadcast Topology is InvTreeType and Ml;
For brevity, the text above elaborates only the logical communication structure of a topology and its mapping to the parallel machine. Not shown are the vertices containing the operations of the distributed objects (GlobalSum or Store and Forward), as well as the objects' internal representations (locations for storage of partial sum values or for the values being broadcast) and the edges describing attributes of the protocols used for vertex-to-vertex communication; they are discussed in Section 3.2.
We have stated that the topology construct permits the implementation of distributed objects with user-visible, internal communication structures. Those structures are shown in the sample program fragments above. The typedependent operations of those topologies are described next. For example, the interface to the global sum topology is the operation GlobalSum with which a user process can submit its partial sum to the local node of the InvBroadcast topology, shown as dashed-line input edges to the topology's vertices in Figure 1 . This operation uses the service routine DoSum located in each vertex of the topology. DoSum adds the partial sum received from the process to its current, locally resident value of partial-sum (a static variable in the vertex that is part of the internal representation of the InvBroadcast topology). DoSum performs the same addition for each partial sum value received on the other vertex input edges, once for each input edge. An output is generated to the single output edge only when incoming partial sums have been received from all input edges. A topology message is built from the resulting partial sum and sent on the output edge with the output-edge call. Note that the variable partial-sum must be reset to zero when the output is generated, so that it will be ready for the next GlobalSum object operation (some detail is elided in the code below; such omissions are indicated by ' . . . '): DoSum (input-buffer, count, . . . ) char *input-buffer; int count; begin partial-sum = partial-sum + value-in-input-buffer; if all inputs have been received output-edge (dstlinkno, partial-sum, msg-size, . . . ); partial-sum = 0; /* Reset partial sum */ end Given the GlobalSum operation discussed above, we can now sketch the code of the user processes that use the Broadcast and InvBroadcast topologies. Two types of processes exist: (1) processes that use one of the nonroot vertices of the topology, called Participate; and (2) the root process, called Coordinate. Coordinate receives and distributes the global sum by first collecting the (almost) global sum from the InvBroadcast object (using the Globalsum operation), then adding its own partial sum and disseminating the resulting global sum by submitting it to the BroadcastTree object (using the ResultsOp operation). The processes Participate at the other vertices submit their own partial sums to the InvBroadcast object and collect the global sum from the BroadcastTree object.
Since the topology construct is to be used for the implementation of arbitrary types of objects, operations on distributed objects built with topologies are invoked using the type-neutral construct TopSend (starting the operation to be performed as a parameter), and collection is performed using the construct TopRecv. In the case of the InvBroadcast topology, submission of a partial sum at a nonroot node is performed with a TopSend, and receipt of the partial sum at the root is performed with a TopRecv.
In the program text shown below, Myvid is a variable containing the id of the vertex to which each of the processes will be bound, and RESULTS-OP and GLOBALSUM are identifications of the specific operations invoked with TopSend or TopRecv. With the TopSend's in the processes Participate, GLO-BALSUM uses the DoSum service routine to add all partial incoming values before sending them out to the recipient. With the TopRecv in the process Coordinate, GLOBALSUM retrieves the cumulative result of the distributed TopSend's, when available. Since a single instance of a topology may be reused (much like files), a topology must be opened prior to its use (TopOpen) and closed at completion (TopClose). Note that for simplicity, the programs below are written to use a topology exactly once after opening it: As evident from the examples above, operationally, a topology defines a communication protocol and structure among a number of identified, communicating processes. Figure 2 depicts the basic components of any topology associated with an application program; these are: (1) the communicating processes' identifications (object users); (2) their interfaces to the topology (object operations); and (3) the topology's implementation (object representation), which consists of the logical communication links used for data transmission and the vertices containing data buffers, execution state, code, and intermediate results. The topology's code consists of (a) software for the efficie:nt, reliable transfer of data between two specific parties using some given means of data transfer (i.e., link-level software in the IS0 model of data commu:nication); and (b) software that has knowledge of all connections from/to each vertex (roughly equivalent to networklevel software in the IS0 model) and also implements the topology's operations (called service routines).
Therefore, using the topology construct defined next, application programmers define a distributed, structured object as:
-Object structure and type definition:
define the object as a topology with a certain logical communication structure; define the topology's service routines implementing the object's operations and interactions with the structure's communication links; service routines are executed when certain applicationdependent or system-dependent trigger conditions (e.g., receipt of a data packet at the link-level, such as receipt of a partial sum in the A topology's structure is a directed graph, which may be described as a list of vertices connected with edges (The language description below uses boldface keywords; nonterminals are italicized, ::= defines a production as in Backus-Naur form, whereas = is a terminal symbol; and grammar operators such as sequence-of are used for convenience in not&ion. This language may be used for the construction of topologies with statically determined numbers of vertices and links. Dynamic topologies, such as trees of depth d, cannot currently be described, and their construction is not supported by the current operating system facilities. '. . . ' . . .
Connections among vertices are constructed from edges, each of which defines a unidirectional, logical communication path between two vertices. Edges provide a link-level communication protocol that guarantees the correct sequencing and reliable delivery of single, variable-size packets (see the routine output-edge used in the sample service routines in this pape'r, e.g., in the DoSum routine for the InvBroadcast topology). The edge communication protocol may be varied by specification of transmission-protocol-attributes, which control acknowledgments or flow control for individual packets sent across the edge (see Appendix A for a complete list). Higher level flow control for multiple packets or automatic buffering of multiple packets are not performed at the link level; such actions may be application-dependent and are, therefore, performed by the topology service routines.
As stated above, a topology's vertices (named by the host-vertex-ids, above) contain the application-dependent components of the topology communication protocol. Each vertex contains information about its execution state, trigger conditions (explained below), storage for intermediate data, and service routines, which are executable code segments implementing the topology's operations (see Figure 2 ). The temporary execution state of service routines is maintained in the vertex stack (see the "execution state" in Figure 2 ). Arbitrary permanent execution state and intermediate data can be maintained by service routines in the vertex's private-data. ' In our implementation, a single service routine may be associated with the operations of multiple topologies, where each topology uses a different servicetype for the routine:
service-routine-name on processor-id as service-type Thus, multiple topologies may share the same physical copy of a service routine's reentrant code.
Service routines in a vertex are executed on the basis of truth values of trigger conditions stated with the vertices' specifications. For example, a two-vertex distributed object connecting two processes may filter messages [56, 591 such that only nonredundant values are seen by the receiving process. In this case, the application programmer might associate a service routine with the source ( ! ) vertex that performs value filtering by comparing the current value being provided by the source with the previously transmitted value, The trigger condition for activation of the service routine in the sending vertex is the provision of an input value by a process bound to the source vertex; and its trigger condition for producing an output (i.e., sending a value across the edge) is a new value.
The following description of a vertex as an abstract data type provides a summary, and clarifies the notion of trigger conditions (nonterminals are italicized):
Vertex is host-vertex-id ; Type-of-topology;
Map-id (defined below); bound-process-id ; private-data-size; stack-size; services: list-of (service-type); inputs: list-of (tuple-of (input-edge, input-queue)); input-trigger-condition; outputs: list-of (tuple-of (output-edge; output-queue)); output-trigger-condition;
As evident from the abstract data type, trigger conditions are stated for each vertex, separately for input and output. An input trigger condition may be used to control the activation (scheduling) of the vertex's services, based on the availability of inputs. For instance, an input trigger condition may allow the service identified by the incoming topology message to be executed incrementally as each input arrives (e.g., as with the vertex containing the DoSum service routine). Alternatively, an input trigger condition may state that all inputs must be present in order for the service routines identified by the incoming topology packets to be executed. Thus, it is not associated with a specific service routine, for example, a guard in CSP.
Note that input trigger conditions may be used to implement different models of computation. For example, a topology implementing the data flow model [19, 281 would contain conditions that cause services to execute when all inputs for a particular vertex have received new data. Other Boolean conditions stating that a service should execute when two out of three inputs or any one input has new data may be formulated as well.
Output trigger conditions control output generation; an output may be generated after each service execution or only after some delay required or desired by the application. Furthermore, the results of a service's execution may be sent to one, some, or all output links of a vertex.
Not explicitly mentioned in the descriptions above is the distinction of queueing and nonqueueing vertices. Specifically, when a service may be invoked incrementally because its order of execution, viz., incoming messages, is immaterial, then the vertex need not queue incoming messages. If a vertex must wait for a set of inputs for the input trigger conditions to come true, then the input messages will be queued. For performance reasons, both types of vertices are supported in our system (see Section 4.1).
.
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Topologies-summary of execution model. It is evident from the descriptions above that user-provided inputs (in the form of invocations of topology operations) initiate the execution of a topology's service routines. However, since the topology's internal state may be distributed and since the successful execution of an operation may depend on its invocation by other processes linked to the topology (e.g., GlobalSum cannot complete before all PartialSums have been performed), the actual execution of service :routines in vertices is determined by values of input trigger conditions, and output trigger conditions determine the propagation of values across the topology's communication structure. Therefore, topology execution typically proceeds much like the execution of dataflow graphs [ 191. Recent research (concurrent with this work) in hypercube operating systems has been using similar approaches, such as the Symult Series 2010's reactive kernel [67] and the J-machine designed at MIT [17] .
Topologies-Extended Definition
The definitions of the topology construct in the previous section are oversimplified because, in general, the services performed by a topology's vertices may range from simple, low-latency message switching to complex computations. Thus, our actual implementation offers alternative representations for the services of each vertex. This results in significant differences regarding a service's execution overhead, latency, and predictability in performance:
-Small grain computations may be performed by services implemented as procedures called at interrupt level within. the operating system kernel following the execution of the link-level communication protocol (e.g., the GlobalSum service). Such services may be invoked. and executed with very low and predictable overhead and latency (see Section 4.3 for performance measurements). Their execution is atomic. -Medium grain computations may be performed by services represented as interruptible small tasks executing within the kernel's address space and scheduled in a round robin fashion. Such :representations increase the fairness and average throughput in the execution of multiple topologies and services within a single operating system kernel, .but will also increase the latency of execution for specific services (see Section 4.1).
-Large grain computations may be performed with higher latency and lower predictability by embedding services within a process that executes in user space. Such a process may be notified using an upcall-like mechanism when the condition determining the service's execution becomes true, or it may service a queue of inputs associated with such a condition (see Section 4.1).
Topologies-Instantiation and Binding
Topology instantiation. A topology is defined and instantiated separately from an application program, so that it may be reused or changed dynamically. When being instantiated, a topology's vertices and edges must first be mapped to the nodes and to the physical communication links of the underlying computer ensemble. A mapping is defined separately from a topology's structure by ACM Map-id is map list-of (tuple-of (processor-id: host-uertex-list )) or Map-id is mapping-routine ( routine-name( ) )
Thus, whether they are user-defined or generated by automatic mapping algorithms [53] , mappings may be varied independently of topology structure to result in nearest neighbor communications, to balance loads, or to optimize other performance criteria.
Given a structure definition, the vertex mapping is either stored as data (as suggested by the grammatical description above) or it is computed dynamically. A stored mapping is implemented by partitioning the structure definition and mapping information such that each processor maintains information only for those vertices that are mapped to it. This permits dynamic changes to a topology without having to broadcast those changes to all nodes. A computed mapping is implemented by services in a vertex that derive the physical nodes for the vertex's inputs and outputs. Sample computed mappings are dynamically spanning broadcast or multicast trees, rings, and other regular structures [28] . Computed mappings may be enhanced to implement dynamic routing algorithms [16] .
Given a topology type definition and a mapping, a unique name is associated with a specific topology instance by combining the type with the mapping:
TM-id Topology is type-of-topology and map-id
Once instantiated in this fashion, the topology instance may be loaded onto the nodes of the distributed architecture. Once loaded, it can be used by application programs. A topology may also be generated by a user-written topology generating routine. This routine generates the topology structure, vertex, and edge descriptions, which are then down loaded into the node OS kernel. Such a topology may be defined as:
TM-id Topology is ( routine-name )
Topology binding. An instantiated and mapped topology cannot be used by an application program until a binding of its vertices with the application's processes has been established. Each vertex may be bound to zero or one process of the application program, and each process may be bound to multiple vertices of the same or of different topologies. Bindings are made dynamically and under program control by reference to a specific topology using the call:
where host-vertex-id identifies the name of the specific vertex of topology TMid to which the calling process wishes to be bound (recall that multiple vertices of one topology may be mapped to the same node). In&tag is an initial value for the tag to be used by this vertex for this process (tags are described in Section 3.5). Thandle is a system-provided object handle for the topology identified by TM-id. The effect of a binding of a vertex to a process is the association of two predefined input and output links of the vertex with the process. Thus, the binding is bidirectional. The input and output trigger conditions associated with those links are ignored when no process is bound to the vertex. A binding is explicitly broken using the call:
This allows processes to ignore communications they do not wish to handle, but it need not deactivate the vertex itself, given that its input and output trigger conditions are written to ignore the links to the specific process when necessary.
Programming with Topologies
Once defined, a topology represents distributed, logically shared portions of the participating processes' address spaces, on which type-dependent global operations may be performed. While each such topology should appear to the application as a structured object [l, 22, 571 encapsulating some desired functionality, the operating system's interface to arbitrary topologies should be type independent. Toward this end, we provide calls resembling message operations with which an application process may access a vertex to which it is "bound" and identify the service to be executed:
TopSend (thandle, service-id, parameters, count, tag)
The effect of TopSend is that the parameters are made available to the service routine identified by service-id, associated with the bound vertex of the topology, with the object handle thandle. Parameters is a pointer to a buffer into which the required parameters have been packed (in the order expected by the service routine), and count denotes the size of the buffer. Tag is explained below.
The service routine identified by service-id is activated when its input trigger condition becomes "true," which may be immediately following the execution of a TopSend call. The call returns with the value "true" to the calling process, either after the parameters have been queued as an input to the queued service or after the service routine of the nonqueued, incremental service has completed its execution. If the service is nonincremental or if the service's execution entails the generation of an output across one of the vertex's output edges, then the user may wish to ascertain that an output has been generated and transmitted successfully to a target vertex. In this case, the calling process may use the call: TopSendW (thandle, service-id, parameters, count, tag) which blocks until an output has been generated by the vertex. In both TopSend calls, the tag argument is a user-provided value that is incremented with each call. Tag may be used to identify a particular set of input data. For instance, service routines can use the tags on their input data for the explicit matching/sequencing of their inputs, as required for systolic programs. Similar, in a ring topology, the tag can be used to distinguish messages from different nodes.
A process obtains the result of one of the services executed by the vertex to which it is bound by performing the call:
TopRecv (thandle, service-id, parameters, count, tag) This call returns the result parameters of the service service-id if the value of tag specified by the caller matches the tags of the inputs on the basis of which the outputs of the service were generated (thus, tag values are matched for outputs as well). If such outputs are not currently available, then the call returns with an error status. Service routines may be programmed to maintain a short history of the tag values of their inputs and outputs, so that they return the most recent value of their input and output tags into tag. In addition, TopRecv has a wild-card value of tag. This results in the return of the service's most recent output. An example of the use of tags appears in Section 4.4.5, in which a worksharing object is implemented. Here, tags are used to enforce the policy of distribution of elements in a distributed, global pool.
While TopRecv is a nonblocking call, the call:
TopRecvW (thandle, service-id, parameters, count, tag)
will block until a result with a matching tag becomes available. However, such a call will not block forever; it will time-out. Note that the send/receive primitives shown here are not the only ways in which the computations performed by a topology's services may be associated with the computations of the bound application processes. Services may implement their own interfaces, including those that directly activate the execution of user processes (e.g., upcalls [ll]) or direct accesses to the processes' address spaces (see Section 4.45 for an example of such an interface).
IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION

implementation of Topologies
The topology construct has been implemented on a 32-node 286-based Intel iPSC/l hypercube (similar implementations on 386-based nodes would be straightforward).
This implementation assumes the following:
(1) Compatibility-the topology addition to the iPSC/l kernel is performed such that any iPSC application may execute without change. Compatibility also requires that the performance of existing iPSC applications is not affected by the presence of topologies.
(2) Performance-in the best case, the use of a topology should improve the performance of an application program compared to its implementation of similar functionality using the existing iPSC communication constructs. In the worst case, the use of topologies should not degrade an application's performance. (3) Variability and usability-a topology's implementations should offer a variety of performance characteristics, such as different latencies and predictabilities of execution times. In addition, a constructed topology should be reusable, like any standard operating system utility.
The goals listed above are attained by an implementation of topologies within the existing iPSC 3.1 kernel. Compatibility is achieved by support of all standard iPSC kernel primitives in addition to topology constructs. High performance is achieved by representation of topologies' small grain services as short segments 
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Communications Drivers of code executed within the address space of the kernel at interrupt level. This should also offer consistent, predictable performance, since the execution of services is not subject to the scheduling of user processes containing them, which is particularly important when multiple user processes share a single node of the hypercube.
Variability of topologies is attained by providing alternative representations of services as schedulable, kernel-level tasks or as user processes (also see Section 3.3). Topologies are made reusable by provision of system calls (TopClose, TopOpen) with which user processes can attach to or detach from topologies. Figure 3 depicts the actual extensions of the iPSC 3.1 kernel:
-Additional header information is included with topology packets. Topology demultiplexers in the modified iPSC kernel match topology packets with the topologies resident on the node, schedule the execution of the topologies' service routines, and also schedule the topologies' outgoing packets for output across the node's physical output channels. Two demultiplexers are shown in the figure, because packets are received both from user processes attached to topologies and from connected vertices. -The modified kernel contains the vertices and the structural information of each topology resident in the node, as well as the mapping tables used by the demultiplexers.
These tables map topology identifiers and service identifiers found in topology packets to the vertices and service routines of the topologies resident on the node. -Additional system calls (TopSend, TopRecv) allow user processes to access and manipulate existing topologies and to construct new ones.
The topology demultiplexer and topology packets. The headers of the iPSC 3.1 communication packets have been extended to include a topology identifier, an identifier of the destination vertex, and the identifier of the service being requested. In addition, each packet carries a tag value set by the sending vertex (also see Figure 4 ). These extensions do not increase minimum packet lengths because existing fields in the iPSC's communication packets are being reused. However, a one-bit field has been added to the header of each packet; it is used by the demultiplexer to distinguish topology packets from packets sent and received using the iPSC 3.1 communication primitives. Vertices- Table Vertices-Table  - The demultiplexing of an incoming topology packet to a service of a specific topology is shown in Figure 4 . Each packet is uniquely mapped to a single service of a single topology. This may cause two kinds of actions: (1) the execution of a target service in a target vertex when its input trigger conditions are satisfied (e.g., all other inputs required for the service are present); or (2) the queueing of the packet on the input queue of the target vertex. After execution of a service routine, the demultiplexer always evaluates the output conditions of the vertex. If such conditions are satisfied, output messages are queued on the appropriate physical output channels. Thus, the demultiplexer executes in three steps:
Input trigger conditions and queueing/nonqueueing options are checked. Services:
A service is executed to perform the operation requested in the topology packet. output:
If output trigger conditions are satisfied, then the single or multiple result packets are forwarded to the single or multiple destinations.
Note that the tag field in the topology packet is not accessed by the topology demultiplexers; it is manipulated solely by services or by application code. Topology packets are sent using the same low-level communication protocol as other iPSC communication packets. Therefore, communication speed increases offered by Intel's 386-based communication hardware may be realized for topology packets as well. The low-level protocol performs store and forward routing and flow control of multipacket messages. For the sake of brevity, the descriptions of message processing for topologies in this section have assumed single-packet messages. In our implementation, multipacket messages may be sent for topologies as well. 3 In addition, to minimize the overheads of buffer allocation at interrupt level, the sizes of the output packets produced by a vertex cannot exceed either 1 Kbytes or the sum of the sizes of the vertex's input buffers used to produce the output.
Performance and Implementation of Topology System Calls
The definitions of the system calls TopSend, TopRecv, TopOpen, and TopClose have been given in Sections 3.4 and 3.5. The straightforward implementation of these calls is explained below, in order to provide insights regarding their performance.
Since topologies are not opened or closed frequently, neither the TopOpen nor the TopClose construct have been optimized for low latency. TopOpen simply performs a linear search for the named vertex on the list of vertices of the named topology. It binds the calling process to the vertex by storing the process' unique identifier (pid) in the data structure describing a vertex. It also allocates message frame headers used by subsequent TopSend and TopRecv calls by this process. The TopClose call unbinds the process from the vertex, and it releases the message frame headers and any preallocated buffers (preallocated using the SetBuffer call, not explained in this paper).
The execution of a TopSend call consists of three steps: (1) kernel entry, (2) send processing, and (3) invoking the demultiplexer and the appropriate service routine. Similarly, execution of TopRecv involves kernel entry and receive processing, which involves searching for the desired packet. Thus, aside from the possible execution of services, the latencies of TopSend and TopRecv are determined by the latencies of send processing, receive processing, and demultiplexing. Specifically, in send processing, parameters are packed, a message header is built, and the demultiplexer is invoked. The demultiplexer then takes the same three steps for TopSend as for any other incoming topology packet (see the description above). In receive processing, a header is built and a buffer is allocated in the user's address space for receipt of a message, the output queue of the appropriate vertex is searched, and the found message is copied from the buffer located in kernel space to the user's buffer.
The measurements of TopSend and TopRecv below are attained on a single node of the iPSC/l hypercube running a single user process, by computing the total time of 1000 consecutive calls, then reporting the average time for a single call. In both calls, a single integer is used as a parameter, resulting in use of a single buffer of size 2 bytes:* ' The 32-bit-length addresses of the 386-based hypercube will permit the efficient addressing of up to 4 Giga bytes of memory space without manipulation of segment descriptors. In addition, total memory per node may be increased to 4 Mbytes, so that the kernel's memory can be increased easily. 4 This and all subsequent timings use the node clocks with a resolution of 5 milliseconds. Timings are performed under "low-load" conditions. That is, no extraneous processing or I/O are being done. The service routine used in the timing of TopRecv is a no-op, i.e., it does nothing.
The timings above demonstrate that topology messages exhibit acceptable overhead. In fact, as is shown in the next section, topology messages may even show increased performance compared to iPSC messages, due to their use of different message queueing structures.
Performance of Topologies Spanning Multiple Processes
Next, we compare the performance of topologies with the performance of the same computational structures implemented using the message operations available in the iPSC's node operating system.
-An asynchronous topology is one that can execute independently of the application processes bound to it. Namely, its vertices' input trigger conditions do not define dependencies with respect to the user processes bound to them. Such a topology may execute at the highest speed permitted by the physical communication channels and CPUs. An example of an asynchronous topology is the shared memory topology in the TSP application (see Section 4.4.3), in which all vertices (with the exception of the first vertex where the new tour value is entered) may update their local copies of best-tour independently of the processes bound to them. -A synchronous topology has vertices with input trigger conditions that define dependencies with respect to most processes bound to them. Namely, most services cannot execute until the processes bound to them have provided inputs. In this case, the performance of the topology depends on the scheduling of the user processes bound to it, as exemplified by the InvBroadcast topology in the FEM application.
A small synchronous topology. The timings shown next demonstrate that in the worst case (synchronous topologies not executing any services), the performance of the topology construct does not differ significantly from that of iPSC messages. Specifically, a comparison of the performance of a topology linking l K. Schwan and W. Bo two processes on neighboring nodes or on the same node with the performance of the iPSC's message constructs linking two processes demonstrates that the presence of a topology slows down the send and corresponding receive operations no more than 207 to 312 microseconds, depending on message sizes. Thus, the additional overheads of demultiplexing and vertex processing incurred by each topology message compared to iPSC messages are quite acceptable:5 The timings above are quite satisfactory for a topology linking two processes on neighboring nodes, since each topology message is sent by the originating process to the local vertex, then to the remote vertex, and then to the remote process. In comparison, an iPSC message is sent directly from the originating to the remote process, via buffers in the operating system kernels of each node.
Interestingly, for message transmissions between two processes on the same node, topology messages are faster than iPSC messages: This is because in the topology messages, the sending process message buffer can be directly copied into the receiving process message buffer when a blocking TopSend is used. This requires one buffer copy compared to two buffer copies (from one user buffer to a system buffer, t.hen to the second user buffer) in the iPSC messages for message transmissions on the same node.
Asynchronous topologies. The small synchronous topology measured above does not execute any services. Typically, simple services in topologies can be executed with significant gains in performance compared to their execution by application processes using iPSC message operations. Consider an asynchronous topology resembling the Shared-Memory topology of the TSP application in Section 4.4.3. This topology links one application process to itself with a ring of vertices spanning up to 32 hypercube nodes. In this case, the topology's services simply perform routing of incoming messages. The topology's mapping to the 'These measurements are attained by measuring the time it takes to perform a TopSend with a no-op service to a neighboring node, which receives the 2-byte message and returns it to the sending node, also using a no-op service. Thus, the timings shown below are round-trip times for neighboring nodes. Again, the average time of 1000 iterations is reported. Exactly one application process is resident on each participating node. Note that topologies like the ring are easily scaled to larger hypercubes. As shown by the measurements above, increased performance improvements should be realized as cube dimensions increase.
ACM Transactions on
The significant improvements in the performance of the ring topology compared to the user-level computational structure are explained as follows:
Reduced buffering. For protection, each iPSC message received by a user process requires a copy of the message buffer from system to user space. In comparison, a service executing in the kernel may directly access an incoming message's buffer via an address pointer. The address pointer is a segment descriptor used to translate from the kernel's logical address space to the physical addresses of the communication buffers, which is a low overhead operation. Kernel access costs. Since services are executed at kernel level, the costs of kernel entry and exit are not accrued at intermediate nodes. Immediate response. Since all low granularity services like the ring forwarding service operate at interrupt level, they can respond immediately to the receipt of an incoming message. Such immediate response cannot be guaranteed for user-level services, which depend on the scheduling of the processes executing them. Multiple message queues. The iPSC message system enters all received messages in a single, multiply-linked receive queue. The receipt of such a message by a user process requires that the posted receive is matched against all packets in this queue. In comparison, a packet for a topology is either not queued at all (as with the ring topology above) or it is queued on a specific vertex, thereby avoiding extraneous searching. Unprotected access to process address spaces. A last possible advantage of topologies, compared to user-level implementations of their structures, is that each vertex of a topology may perform a direct, unprotected access to the address space of the process bound to it. As a result, the ring topology could be extended to implement distributed shared memory in the processes bound to it by directly writing into reserved locations in the processes' address spaces. Such accesses require manipulations of segment descriptors, but their costs are small compared to the costs of message sending. The measurements below depict latencies in writing to user from kernel space, including the costs of data movement and of the required conversions of logical to physical addresses: The performance gains attained with direct accesses to address spaces are also evaluated jointly with the TSP application's evaluation in Section 4.4.
Larger synchronous topologies. The performance advantages of topologies compared to user-level implementations are not as evident for the synchronous case. Consider the InvBroadcast topology described in Section 3.1, in which each vertex sums the values contributed by all of its inputs. Since each vertex is associated with a user process that must contribute a value, a vertex cannot generate an output until the process computation proceeds to the required point. Thus, the performance of the InvBroadcast topology also depends on the schedule of the application processes bound to it.
Below, the GlobalSum implementations in queued and in nonqueued mode are evaluated. In nonqueued mode, the partial sums arriving at a vertex are added as soon as they are received. In queued mode, partial sums are queued and added only when all inputs to the vertex are present. This particular implementation is adding variabIe-length vectors of Z-byte integers:7 ' Measurements are attained by first performing the global sum operation 1000 times, so that all user processes involved in the user-level implementation of the global sum bound to the InvBroadcast topology are executing approximately synchronously. Then, the 1OOlst iteration is timed. In this fashion, the performance of the GlobalSum operations can be evaluated without perturbations caused by differences in process schedules on individual nodes due to differences in their starting times or execution speeds.
The user-level operation is similar to the nonqueued service, since add operations are performed whenever messages are received.
As can be seen from the measurements above, due to the additional overhead imposed by queueing at vertices and by demultiplexing, the queued global sum performs worse than its user-level counterpart. This result was to be expected, given the measurements of the topology mechanism presented above. However, the nonqueued global sum performs consistently better than the user-level operation, and the difference in performance increases with the size of the vector being operated on. This implies that topologies supporting I/O pre-or postprocessing are essential in information-intensive
applications. An interesting result, not shown by the measurements above, concerns the consistency in the performance of topologies versus user-level global operations. Specifically, the iPSC/l node hardware has the unfortunate property (which has been partially corrected in the 386-based implementation of Intel's hypercube) of having a very small effective bandwidth in the connection from the physical channels to main memory. This forces the node operating system to service one physical channel at a time. If more than one channel is actually active (e.g., trying to provide inputs to a vertex resident at a node), then packets are lost, causing timeouts and retransmission at the sending node. In the iPSC 3.1 operating system, timeout values are quite high (starting at 10 milliseconds) and vary from channel to channel. For the implementation of the InvBroadcast topology, this implies that the upper nodes in the InvBroadcast may experience the loss and subsequent retransmission of incoming messages, which in turn causes some GlobalSum operations to be much slower than others. Essentially, one cannot push the hardware too hard. This is demonstrated by the measurements below, in which the best and worst times of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, and 100 iterations are reported. As can be seen, the slower, queued topology shows more consistent performance than the nonqueued topology: The InvBroadcast measurements shown above imply that future multicomputer hardware must increase the effective bandwidth of physical communication channels to the main memory of each node. Otherwise, performance gains, possible due to increased available total bandwidth of communication channels and to increased processor speeds, will not be realized. It does not appear that this issue has been solved for the 386-based Intel iPSC/B hypercube. That machine appears to be able to service two channels concurrently, which is not sufficient for the higher level nodes of the InvBroadcast topology.
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Performance and Usefulness of Topologies with Application Programs
We use two sample applications in this paper. The first application is briefly described in Section 4.4.1, below, and more extensively in [2, 71 ; the second application is described in Section 4.4.2, and evaluated in detail in [36, 581.
A Finite Element Modeling Program. The first application is a Finite Element Modeling (FEM) program for metal-forming problems-termed
ALPID. This application typifies large-scale, scientific applications, in that a large domain represented by some data structure is decomposed in order to generate parallelism. Briefly, the FEM program computes an approximate solution to the behavior of nonlinear materials [7] by repetitively performing a computation consisting of two phases. In the first phase, a matrix K is generated that contains the coefficients of the system of linear equations [KJ[u] = [FJ. This generation is based on an initial guess for [u] ,,, or on information from the second phase ([u]i) from a previous iteration, and on information about the elements of the finite element mesh, such as elemental stiffness matrices. In the second phase, the system of linear equations with the given coefficients is solved with an iterative solution method [2] .
The
two-phased computation continues until the solution vectors [u]i and [U]i-i are sufficiently
close to each other. For problems of reasonable size, total execution time is distributed roughly equally across both phases. As problem size grows, the solution phase starts to dominate. Both phases have been parallelized by our research group. Subsequently, we concentrate on the solution phase of the computation.
A parallel program for the solution step of the FEM application is generated by partitioning the matrix K and the vectors u and F and replicating the solution code, followed by mapping partitions of the data and replicated solution code (solver processes) onto different nodes of the hypercube. In order to guarantee that only nearest neighbor communications are required between solver processes when computing matrix vector products, the matrix K is partitioned and mapped using a one-dimensional strip mapping method [53] . This method partitions K into a set of rows containing the coefficients of a number of consecutive finite element nodes of the mesh; the total number of partitions is equal to the total number of processors. Nearest neighbor communications are obtained by mapping consecutive partitions onto a linear chain of processors, where each processor is one hop away from its neighbors. The elements of the vectors u and F are mapped onto processors in accordance with the mapping of the coefficient matrix K. The resulting linear chain of processors and the finite element nodes mapped to these processors are shown in Figure 5 . The strip mapping will also perfectly balance processor loads under certain conditions [53] .
The actual method for solution of [K] [u] = [F] is iterative, using the restructured conjugate gradient solution method [2] . In this method, one of two required global operations performed during each iteration has been removed. The pseudocode of each solver appears below. Operations requiring nonlocal communication are labeled with * for nearest neighbor communications and with G for global communications/operations.
Nonlocal communications performed once As a result, for a problem of matrix size 25 x 25 on a 32-node Intel iPSC/l hypercube, speedup was improved by 13 percent when changing the basic CG method, in which two global sums were performed, to a restructured CG method, in which the global sum to update p was avoided by accumulating the two inner products in one step (as indicated by the first G in the program code above).
The global sum computation is only one of several instances of global data and operations in the FEM application. Additional instances arise from the cooperation between phases 1 and 2 of the application, since the results of phase 2 must be fed into the next execution of phase 1, and phase 2 cannot start before phase 1 has completed. Furthermore, the first phase of the application must compute a global minimum from local, partial minima in a fashion similar to the computation of the global residual norm. -Each node in the InvBroadcast topology determines, from topology structure and mapping information, a set of source nodes for partial sums; -then obtains a message from each source node and adds its contents to its local partial sums; -after all source messages have been received, it sends the partial sums to the next node up the tree.
The measurements below demonstrate that only slight performance improvements are attained even when using the nonqueued topology construct. This is because the topology must execute entirely synchronously with the application's processes. In addition, and as shown in Section 4.3, the nonqueued implementation of GlobalSum exhibits occasional aberrations in performance because it drives the hardware too hard. The results indicate the need for additional hardware support for the efficient execution of global operations.
The solution time of the application with topologies are tabulated below. Both worst and best times observed for the InvBroadcast topology over three to six runs are shown. The total number of actual GlobalSum operations performed is The inconsistencies in the execution times of the FEM solution step (with the topology) are due to packet retransmission. This is substantiated by retransmission counts for the 11 x 36 mesh FEM application on a 4D cube, shown below on processors 1 and 2, which are next to the root (processor 0) of InvBroadcast. These are the channels on which the maximum numbers of retransmissions occur. For these measurements, 99 global sum operations were performed in three different runs. Note that collisions on a communication channel with a higher timeout value result in worse performance than collisions on a channel with a lower timeout value (see the difference in performance, viz., the total number of retransmissions on the channel from node 2 to node 0 versus the channel on node 1 to node 0). This suggests that the iPSC/l architecture is too sensitive to the proper choice of timeout values (this is likely to be true for the iPSC/B architecture as well). Furthermore, it suggests that future hypercube architectures should offer hardware-implemented flow control between multiple channels connected to a single node, thereby avoiding collisions and the resulting expensive software-controlled timeouts and retransmissions. Also, due to the unpredictable nature of collisions, retransmission counts may vary from one run to another for the same channel. This is shown in the table below, depicting the measurements of retransmission counts of three runs of the FEM application: In two out of the three runs, the channel from node 2 to node 0 had the highest retransmission counts. The measured solution times shown above differ slightly from those shown in the previous table, due to the instrumentation required to collect retransmission counts and differences in the number of collisions that occur during the runs.
Global minimum. Recall that the FEM application's K matrix generation phase also makes use of a global minimum operation. A topology for computation of such a value is simply constructed by using the topologies for the global sum and replacing the service routine GlobalSum with a routine that incrementally computes a local minimum from the values received as inputs and sends the resulting minimum to its outputs. The global minimum is then accumulated at the root node and broadcast to participating nodes. Since both the global sum and the global minimum topologies have the same structure and mapping, they are implemented with the same InvBroadcast and BroadcastTree topologies. Each phase simply uses a different set of services in InvBroadcast, both of which are available in the topology. Its effects on the FEM application are not reported here, they should be similar to the effects of the InvBroadcast topology.
A Traveling Salesperson
Program. The second application is a branchand-bound algorithm for a traveling salesperson problem [45, 581 (TSP) . This application performs optimization in a dynamically constructed search space [45] , which is typical of many nonscientific computations. The application's parallel implementation exhibits a three-level process tree. At the root of the tree is a single process that coordinates the actions of multiple subprocesses. Each subprocess independently computes a solution for a different subproblem. The subproblem is solved either by the subprocess itself, resulting in a flat twolevel tree, or the subprocess employs additional searcher processes (up to four) that each solve a well-defined part of the subproblem. All computations at the leaf level of the tree (the searcher processes) proceed by expansion of nodes of a dynamically constructed, distributed search tree. This search tree consists of multiple subtrees, where each subtree root is represented by a matrix that describes a particular subproblem. This is shown in Figure 6 , in which a threelevel process structure is shown. The problem to be solved is indicated by a graph associated with the coordinator process, and subproblems defined by elimination of edges are indicated next to the subprocesses and searcher processes, along with the search trees constructed when searching along specific edges (the edges being searched are boldfaced in the problem graph).
A global shared memory in TSP. TSP is interesting because it exhibits several unavoidable global data operations, the first of which resembles global shared memory [9] . Namely, whenever the solution of a subproblem results in the detection of a tour, the value or length of this tour must be communicated to all other processes expanding the search tree. The search tree can be pruned by comparison of the current values of their own incomplete tours to the value of a found tour, thereby reducing the amount of useless work being performed. Thus, conceptually, all processes expanding nodes should share the value of the variable best-tour, associated with their address spaces. However, the shared memory semantics of best-tour do not require that the global consistency of best-tour be maintained at all times.
The following topology provides an implementation of shared memory through use of a ring structure connecting all subprocesses and searcher processes (see Figure 7 ).
The precise semantics of shared memory used in this topology are that a read request (operation Read-shared) made by a searcher returns to it the current value of best-tour stored at this node (in the vertex's private-data), whereas a write request (operation Write-shared) causes the propagation of a new value of best-tour around the ring. A new value for best-tour is accepted by service routines asynchronously of read operations, whenever a new value being received is less than (better than) the currently stored value of best-tour. Propagation around the ring proceeds in one direction, which assures that only the best tours are actually fully propagated around the ring. However, no guarantees are made as to the consistency of the tour values stored and used at different ring nodes at any one time. Such guarantees are not required by this application, and their implementation and enforcement would be detrimental to the application's performance. It is for such reasons that we reject approaches like that of Linda [8] , in which a single semantics of shared memory is supported.
The shared memory topology is used by the application program as defined by its operations:
Operations Setup-shared (initial-value, size) . . . TopSend (objhandle, SCREATE, initial-value, size, tag); Read-shared (best-tour, count) TopSend (objhandle, SREAD, best-tour, count, tag) TopRecv (objhandle, SREAD, best-tour, count, tag) Write-shared (new-tour, count) TopSend (objhandle, SWRITE, new-tour, count, tag)
The operation Setup-shared activates the service SCreate in order to initialize best-tour. Read-shared first communicates its own current value of best-tour to the vertex, then reads the vertex best-tour.
The operations are implemented using the following service routines, which are executed either as a result of invoking Setup-shared, Read-shared, or Writeshared, or when a message carrying a new tour arrives from a connected node (in the case of swrite):
Service routines screate(initial-value) tag = 0; stored-best-tour = initial-value; sread (best-tour, count) best-tour = stored-best-tour; return (best-tour); swrite (new-tour, count)
if new-tour < stored-best-tour stored-best-tour = new-tour; output-edge (link-to-next-vertex, new-tour, size, . . . 1 else return; A topology message is forwarded to another vertex when the newly found tour is better than the current value of best tour. Tags are not used here. The message is sent to the next vertex using output-edge, and consists of data (new-tour) and of an identifier that specifies the service routine (SWrite).
Stored-best-tour is the location in the vertex's private data in which the current value of the best tour is stored. In this design, Setup-shared initializes the shared memory of a single vertex. It could be rewritten such that a single vertex may initialize the shared memory of all vertices in the topology. In addition, Setup-shared, Read-shared and SRead and SWrite could be redesigned to allow the vertex to directly update the value of the variable best-tour, located in the bound processes' address space. In that case, the call Read-shared would not be needed. It would be replaced by an efficient, noninterruptable (locking) access to the processes' internal variable best-tour. Performance measurements of such an implementation are reported in the next section.
4.4.4 TSP: Performance of Global Shared Memory. Next, the performance of the global shared memory topology is evaluated, stand-alone and in conjunction with the TSP application.
The global shared memory topology is a nearest-neighbor ring, connecting vertices resident on all nodes on which searcher processes are located. Service routines in those vertices perform forwarding of best-tour values and update the copies of best-tour values maintained in variables in the address spaces of searcher processes. The first measurements below report the times required for one searcher process to send values around the entire ring (labeled "Topology") or to send values and also perform the global update of best-tour variables in searcher processes (labelled "Shared memory update"). Note that the shared memory topology performs consistently better than its user-level counterpart. Furthermore, the update of best-tour variables in searcher process address spaces increases the topology's execution time by less than 20 percent.
Interestingly, measurement of the actual TSP application with the shared memory topology or with a single, centralized coordinator process (and processor) performing the sharing of best-tour demonstrates that performance may not always be improved as expected. This is due to the fact that this version of TSP only improves performance of one of its two instances of global operations or data, where increased pruning activity due to improved speed of global memory leads to increased worksharing (see the "Number of work sharing messages" in the versions with and without the shared memory topology), which constitutes its second, nonoptimized instance of a global operation. The timings above are nondeterministic, due to the probabilistic nature of the searching problem. However, the numbers shown here, which are averaged over 3 to 6 runs, are indicative of the trend of an increase in worksharing when the speed of updating the global memory improves. Measured timings fluctuate from 1 to 6 percent, and the number of worksharing messages varies from 1 to 20 percent (in very few cases) of the corresponding average values.
4.4.5 TSP: Global Worksharing. In the TSP application, subproblems must be dynamically shared among subprocesses and searchers. Specifically, each searcher must acquire a new subproblem whenever it completes the solution of (finds a tour) or aborts (prunes) its current subproblem. This entails finding a "good" subproblem, currently known to a different searcher, and then interacting with that searcher to share the subproblem.
The TSP's worksharing topology is a nearest-neighbor ring that implements a global pool of worksharing requests. Requests are entered into the pool by processes that seek work, and are removed by processes willing to share work. In addition, each vertex of the ring is connected to a single coordinator process for purposes of termination detection, thus forming a pyramidal topology.
Requests are entered into the topology using its Work-request service. A request is queued at a vertex only if work is available, otherwise it is forwarded to the next vertex, thereby avoiding unnecessary delays. Thus, a request message potentially travels along the entire ring. Work is assumed available if the searcher process attached to the vertex is busy; work is assumed unavailable if the searcher is idle.
Since each distributed component of the global pool associated with a particular vertex may become quite large, it is stored in the address space of the process attached to the vertex. Thus, the addition of a request to the pool implies the interaction of the vertex with its attached process. In our implementation, this interaction is by direct access from the vertex to the pool's user-level implementation.
A searcher process attached to a vertex of the pool inspects its local pool component prior to the time it chooses a new node of the search tree for expansion. At that time, all locally pending requests are removed, good subproblems to be shared are selected [58] , and subproblem descriptions are generated [22, 581 , which are then sent as direct messages to the processes seeking work. The requesting process and node are identified in each request message.
Note that a searcher process attached to a vertex of the topology may have received requests while expanding its last node. In addition, it may not have sufficient work to honor all requests for work queued locally. In such cases, the searcher flushes all pending requests by resending them on the topology (as a single message) on behalf of the original requestors. Such a resent request is marked "on-behalf" in the request message's status field, and if it is received by its requestor, it is resent around the ring. If a requestor receives a resent request, it concludes that no more work is available anywhere and terminates. The first vertex to discover this condition also notifies the coordinator process.
Finkel, in a similar implementation [22] of worksharing for parallel TSP implementations, discussed various schemes for fair distributions of requests. We consider this problem in general, for any shared, global pool. Naively, each request may be given to the first process that has available work. This implies that specific processes are likely to be overloaded with requests for work, while others are not able to share any work at all. An alternative method of distribution is one that attempts to balance pool sizes by use of a tag value in each message. The tag value indicates the size of the pool of the last vertex visited. A request is entered into a pool only if that value is equal to or exceeds its own "psize."
Service routines implementing the balanced request pool appear below. These routines access three variables in the process address space: the variables pfirst and plast are pointers to the first and last elements of the pool, and psize is the current pool size. Plast and psize are updated by the vertex service routine when entering a new request message at the tail of the queue. Pfirst and psize are updated by the attached process when removing a request for work from the pool. Psize is updated atomically. The status of each searcher process is maintained in the variable "busy" in the process address space, and is inspected by the vertex service routine and atomically updated by the searcher. Buffer contains the request consisting of the originating node's number, process id, and the initial value of on-behalf, which is zero.
Service routine
There are several interesting attributes of the distributed global pool. First, we pool requests for work, rather than descriptions of available work [22] , due to the large size of work descriptions for problems of reasonable size (e.g., TSP applications with more than 25 cities). Second, we do not signal or interrupt a searcher process upon arrival of a request, in order to minimize the disruption of the processes' programming and control flow caused by its use of the global pool. Third, in order to be able to pool large numbers of requests or to pool larger items, the pool is stored within the address space of the participating processes. Fourth, the current implementation offers high performance of add-pool and remove-pool operations, due to the fact that the pool implements no global queueing discipline. Imposition of some deterministic discipline implies maintenance of some global ordering, thereby causing additional overhead, even for the ring topology. Note that the use of a tree topology for the global pool would result in quite unacceptable overhead when attempting to maintain almost any global ordering. Last, pool membership is entirely dynamic, since searcher processes can open and close their connections to individual vertices of the worksharing topology. An alternative to worksharing is the cloning and migration of processes able to perform work, which is explored elsewhere [58] .
4.4.6 TSP: Performance of Work-sharing. Optimization of worksharing by use of the topology implementing the global pool should lead to consistently increased performance. This is shown by measurements depicting the overhead due to worksharing incurred in the nontopology implementation of worksharing in Figure 8 . Overhead is measured as the approximate total percentage of time searcher processes are idle and waiting for work. This percentage is computed by multiplying the total number of messages sent by searchers by the average time of each message, divided by the total running time of searchers. Furthermore, in the nontopology implementation of TSP, total speedup is reduced by devoting an entire processor to the execution of the coordinator process. Clearly, a topology for worksharing that distributes the effort of worksharing fairly across all processors in the system will be of substantial benefit.
The next set of measurements shows the performance of TSP when using both the worksharing and the shared memory topologies. The significant performance gains when compared to TSP with shared memory and TSP without topologies demonstrate that instances of both global data and computation in TSP must be optimized to achieve such gains. Except for the case of the largest "Number of better tours found," execution times are improved from 1 to 53 percent, compared to the timings of TSP with the shared memory topology. The case in which the use of topologies degrades performance, compared to the use of a single coordinator process, is explained by the larger number of better tour values being passed. This indicates that "lowtour" does not reach its final value as rapidly as the nonglobal pool version, thereby causing more useless work. Thus, the performance improvements shown below are not only due to the use of the two distributed objects, but also result from complicated interactions among (a) pruning caused by lowtour values, (b) the selection of the best work units, and (c) global queue accesses. Direct comparisons with the results shown in Section 4.4.4 are not possible, since the performance effects of the worksharing and shared memory objects cannot be isolated. However, with the worksharing object, good performance is attained even when the total number of worksharing messages is large (as seen in the test configuration with problem size 30 on 4 processors). Note that the current implementation of the worksharing topology indirectly affects performance by provision of a time-dependent ordering of worksharing messages: a work request is filled by the first process that has shareable work. This implementation should be outperformed by one that provides a "fair" pool, in which each process with available work has an equal probability of containing the solution. In addition, the request queue may be preloaded with work units, thereby further reducing waiting time.
4.4.7 Programm&bility of TSP with Topologies. Improved performance of the TSP application is only one benefit of using topologies for the implementation of its global data and operations. A second benefit is improved programmability arising from the use of objects that capture in single abstractions portions of code distributed across the entire nontopology implementation of parallel TSP.
Specifically, in the nontopology implementation of parallel TSP, each searcher process has to explicitly poll its channel to the coordinator to determine whether its value of best-tour is still valid. In addition, the coordinator has to be programmed to share tour values. Using the shared memory topology for the sharing of best-tour is less disruptive of the normal programming and control flow in the TSP application. Similarly, use of the worksharing topology removes significant complexity from the nontopology implementation of the parallel TSP program, in which the single coordinator process must be internally multiplexed to serve both best-tour and worksharing messages. Furthermore, increased functionality and performance may be offered by some extensions of the worksharing object:
-A global pool as a repository for all work requests may be manipulated to associate requests with "good" providers of work. Then, the scheduling of work, now part of the user's application, is performed by the pool abstraction. -If the global pool can associate work requests with providers rapidly, then the total idle time of out-of-work subprocesses is reduced. -Larger problems may become solvable due to improved balancing of memory usage per processor (i.e., processors with problems that are too large can divest themselves of work more easily).
RELATED RESEARCH
In place of topologies, we might have used two alternative means to implement the application-dependent examples of global data and operations described in this paper: (1) on the basis of simulated, globally shared memory, as in Linda [8] ; and (2) using library packages or generic utilities constructed at the user level. We explicitly rejected (1) because it is apparent from our examples that the desired, precise semantics of sharing (e.g., the consistency requirements of global data and operations) are application-dependent.
Thus, mismatches are likely to occur between the single semantics of simulated shared memory and the required functionality of the global data or operations implemented with it. Our past experience on shared-memory multiprocessors [33, 56, 591 demonstrates that programmers concerned with performance will simply not use a mechanism when such mismatches occur.
It is also apparent that insufficient performance will result from library packages or generic utilities constructed at the user level, outside the existing operating system kernel. Such packages have been built for certain global operations (e.g., a user-level implementation of a global sum for use in numeric applications in the Intel iPSC's operating system), and they have been devised for the support of certain classes of applications, such as branch-and-bound algorithms [22] . However, in Section 4.45, we show that such user-level library packages may be optimized by use of suitable topologies. In addition, ease in use of topologies can be improved by provision of utility topologies for commonly occurring global computations, such as broadcasting, global addition (see Section 3.1), filtering, concatenation, and by provision of specialized topologies supporting specific classes of applications or program models (e.g., a utility for the implementation and testing of systolic algorithms).
For specific application domains, it may be possible to construct topologies such that all complexity of the underlying hardware is hidden from the application programmer [22] . However, this approach is likely to lead to excessive parameterization of topologies when performance is optimized [56] .
Our research is similar in spirit to related work in network or multiprocessor operating systems: the provision of convenient and efficient support of global operations and data, such as object invocation [l, 18, 35, 59 , 651, RPC [5] , transaction management [42, 731 , process groups and multicasting [lo, 12, 411, and global shared data [8, 91 . Many of the constructs listed above may be implemented efficiently with the topology construct. However, in contrast to such work, the primary purpose of the topology construct is to allow programmers to tailor the implementations of global operations and data types to a parallel application's specific requirements of functionality, performance, and reliability [9, 55, 56, 59 , 721. Thus topologies allow programmers to associate arbitrary computations with messages traversing their structures, (1) somewhat like filters [44, 751 developed to expose the communication protocols used for network messages; and (2) much like the hardware support for task activation due to message receipt, envisioned in MIT's message processor [ 151 or in [43] . Also note that Livny and Manber [43] explored a similar idea in their work on active channels, in which a token ring communication protocol was extended such that three classes of operations (arithmetic, selection, and counting) could be performed directly on the node interfaces. Simulation studies of their [43] hardware proposals showed that idea's usefulness in several applications, including dynamic load balancing, sorting, work distribution in DIB [22] , etc. Related hardware support would be useful for the efficient implementation of many small-grain services in topologies.
Our research is based on previous work in message-based operating systems for hypercubes, since we assume the presence of reliable message delivery and of processes on the individual nodes of the hypercube. The actions of service routines in topologies somewhat resemble the explicit communication calls issued by user programs in the Crystalline operating system [24] . For example, it would be trivial to implement a set of service routines for the calls pass, shift, and pipe implemented in CrOS II. We do not explicitly address process migration and load balancing, as done by the MOOSE operating system [54] . However, topologies that implement the globally accessible semaphores of MOOSE are not difficult to implement.
The event-driven execution model of topologies is similar to the execution model supported by the reactive kernel [67] for the Symult series of multicomputers (developed concurrently with this research), which schedules user processes according to conditions that concern the receipt of messages for which processes are waiting. Such functionality may be implemented using the input and output trigger conditions in topology vertices, along with service routines that unblock waiting processes. 6 . CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH Distributed objects implemented as topologies address a critical issue in parallel programming: the efficient representation of global data and operations in parallel programs. Although topologies have been implemented and tested on a hypercube machine, their style of distributed object representation and implementation is suitable for any nonshared memory architecture, and may be suitable for NUMA (Non-Uniform Memory Access) multiprocessors as well (we are interested in exploring this issue). More specifically, the topology construct presented in this paper has several advantages compared to other operating system constructs for multicomputers.
First, in contrast to process message constructs, it allows programmers to describe entire communication graphs, rather than many individual connections. Second, many of the computations to be performed for messages flowing through a parallel program's communication structures can be executed more efficiently with topologies than with comparable, user-level message structures. Third, in contrast to other global constructs, such as Linda [8] , topologies may be customized in functionality and performance, thereby efficiently implementing the precise functionality desired by various global computations in multicomputer programs. One interesting result of this work is the identification of some issues with current and planned multicomputer hardware. For instance, most hypercube hardware does not address a crucial problem in multicomputer applications: the efficient execution of distributed computations in response to message arrivals. Specifically, in our current implementation of topologies, topology services executed due to the arrival of a message require that the hardware communications channel interrupt the main processor, which in turn executes the service. A more suitable communications interface would be provided by a communications coprocessor (available in the Cosmic cubes, constructed at Caltech, and in the new Symult hypercube) that can directly execute the required services. This would avoid excessive interrupts of the main processor, remove the execution of small-grain services from it and, therefore, also allow significant overlap of computation and communication.
However, in contrast to the Cosmic cube, a communications coprocessor need not have the same comprehensive functionality as the main processor. Instead, it might resemble the message-driven processor now under development at MIT [15] . This allows the communications coprocessor to rapidly execute services of fine granularity, whereas medium-and largergrain services are executed by the main processor.
Another flaw in the design of current and future hypercube multicomputers is the lack of hardware-level flow control between different communication channels attached to the same processor. This results in excessive, softwareimplemented retransmission of packets sent concurrently on different channels to the same processor. Furthermore, message channels should offer different setup costs for messages of different sizes, so that small messages can be sent with significantly improved latency and overhead, compared to larger messages, whereas larger messages should have a high effective transfer rate. This issue has been addressed to some extent on the iPSC/S hypercube, where different communication protocols are being used for small versus large messages.
Two other problems with the iPSC hypercube concern its operating system kernel. First, topology services that execute floating point operations (or worse, use attached vector coprocessors) experience additional overhead in execution, since saving the floating point coprocessor's state is too costly. This implies that services of very low granularity using floating point operations do not experience sufficient performance gains. Second, our current implementation cannot enforce protection boundaries between user-implemented services and the kernel. An efficient means for kernel code to execute less privileged user code is required. Such protection boundaries should be supplemented with exception-handling facilities and compile-time checking of protection violations. Note that similar issues arise for filters used in workstation operating systems. The interpret&e (and therefore, safe) execution of user-defined filters is not viable for services for performance reasons [44] .
Clearly, one of the potential advantages of using topologies is the improved programmability of parallel programs, as indicated for the TSP application in Section 4.4.6. However, more work remains to be done to demonstrate programmability of topologies in general. For example, currently, topologies remain too difficult to construct, in that the computations (services) to be performed with topology messages are not easily written and constructed as kernel-level interrupt routines or tasks. In addition, topologies should be compiled jointly with application programs, so that interfaces can be checked statically, and service routine execution within the kernel can be shown safe [74] . We are addressing these issues by (1) provision of parameterized utility topologies, and (2) design of higher level programming constructs for topologies. This support will interface with standard sequential languages such as C and Fortran [62, 63, 70] . In addition, we have developed graphical displays [61] for topology structures to facilitate their debugging [6] . That work differs from other research in program visualization or algorithm animation [52] in that we are using a uniform information model for the representation of the program information to be displayed graphically [61] .
We are now undertaking a related effort that concerns the development of a programming environment for parallel programming [62, 701 for multiple-target parallel machines, including both shared and nonshared memory machines. The notion of objects represented as topologies is one important step toward achieving a uniform base to which the programs written with such an environment may be mapped.
Future work should also concern the implementation and testing of a few additional topologies, in order to understand the possible need for dynamic reconfiguration of topologies or the viability of generating well-defined services automatically (e.g., services for flow control in topologies). In addition, experiments should be done with utility and library topologies, such as a utility for implementing synchronization constraints (global semaphores) and with a Wavefront Array topology [39] that provides library routines for the testing and performance prediction of systolic algorithms. It would also be interesting to test the performance of message-intensive topologies, like a concatenation topology used for program input and output (useful for program monitoring and in computer graphics). Of the future work described here, the Wavefront Array topology is of particular interest because it design and implementation demonstrate that topologies may be used to support alternative models of parallel computation, such as neural networks [27] , dataflow algorithms [19, 281 , and systolic algorithms [39] . is (top-type) and 
